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C30 Support Plate for Replacing Function of Service Pooh at Unit 2
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Paks NPP had a serious event at Unit 2 in April 2003. This event was connected to Service Pool 1, there
was a cleaning tank int he pool to clean the fuel assemblies from sediments. The sediment problem has
occurred at three of our four units, the cause of this problem was the decontamination of the steam
generators.

We have not made any decontamination at Unit 4 only, and there is no any problem at Unit 4 at all. The
plant tried out the mentioned cleaning method at Unit 2 first time, and the event happened at that time.

Because of the event the function of Service Pool 1 was not available, the damaged fuel and the cleaning
tank is in the pool at this moment. We got the permission from the authority body to operate again Unit 2.
This operation, the planned campaign was a short one because of the limited possibility to set up a proper
core from the fuel assemblies what were available.

Because of the short campaign we had to prepare a proper solution to accomplish the refuelling at Unit 2.
The main obstacle was the unavailable functionality of Service Pool 1 which used to carry in fresh fuel and
carry out the spent fuel with usage of C30 casks (we have two C30 casks, as it shown in their names the
casks can contain 30 fuel assemblies, fresh or spent fuel depending on the given activity have to be done).

The plant started to find out what would be the proper solution to replace the function of Service Pool 1 and
-the C30 support plate was found out as the possible solution to this problem. This C30 support plate is
ready to launch the C30 casks or containers with the fresh or spent fuel into the reactor. It means that this
C30 support plate is adjusted to the reactor main surface and in this way it ready to serve replacing
Service Pool 1. Of course the reactor is empty during the preparation phase of the refuelling. First we carry
out the spent fuel from the spent fuel pool, after that the fresh fuel is carried in and just after these
preparing activities can be started the refuelling work. When filling into the spent fuel pool all fuel
assemblies we needed to set up the new core, we can start to put them into the reactor, of course the
usage of C30 support plate is ready at this moment, it was needed just to carry out spent fuel and fill into
the spent fuel pool the fresh fuel.

The plant made many of stress calculations, lot of scientific institutions were involved to the problem
solution from Hungary and abroad also (from abroad mainly SKODA, the manufacturer of the reactor). The
period from finding out and getting permission to manufacture it and to use it at Unit 2 took more than 1
year. A lot of test and probing was done before the usage of this C30 support plate.

All in all in 2005, January we used successfully this C30 support plate. This support plate can be used at
any WER 440 reactors, it should be adjusted to the container used for fresh or spent fuel carrying.
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